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A•STP,ACT.--Land bird populations were censusedon four islands and three matching mainland
sitesin southern Baja California. Island densities(summed totals for all species)were more than
twice as high as mainland densitiesin the dominant desert scrub habitat, and slightly higher in
the secondary, riparian woodland habitat. Island-mainland ratios varied greatly in most species,
ranging from 8.25:1 in the Black-throated Sparrow to 0.18:1 in the White-winged Dove. Contrary
to the predictions of density compensationtheory the consumingbiomassof the various foraging
guilds also differed greatly between island and mainland sites, island-mainland ratios ranging
from 4.31:1 in the flower probers, to 0.15:1 in the large terrestrial granivores.
Environmental factors of food supply, predators, and climate apparently do not account for
these differencesin island rs. mainland densities. Instances of high island density are tentatively
attributed to: a) higher mean adaprednessto local conditions due to isolation from the swamping
and diluting effectsof mainland interdemegeneflow, and/or b) overcrowdingdue to the blocking
of normal, socially-induceddispersalmovementsby island coastlinebarriers (fence effect). Instancesof low island density were encounteredonly in woodland speciesand are tentatively
attributed to high extinction rates and tenuous population survival associatedwith the scarcity
and small size of woodlandhabitat patcheson islands.ReceivedI May 1978, accepted28 October
1978.

VARIATIONSin population density in ecologicallysimilar but geographicallyseparated land bird communities

have received little attention

because of the inade-

quacy of available censustechniques, but several recent studiesindicate that species
densities,guild densities,and summed community densitiesmay differ considerably
between islands and closely matched mainland areas (Crowell 1962, Grant 1966,
Diamond 1970, MacArthur et al. 1972, Emlen 1978).

In this paper I presentdata on island and mainland bird densitiesfrom the desert
scrubland region of Baja California and then discusspossibleexplanationsfor the
recordeddifferencesin terms of a) extrinsicfactorsof climate, predation, and limited
food resources,b) variations in mean adaptednessfor local conditionsas related to
open vs. blocked gene flow patterns, and c) social spacing dynamics in open vs.
blocked dispersalsituations.A similar analysishas been made for lizard populations
in the same area (Case 1975).
METHODS

The fieldwork, conducted between 5 and 28 April 1977, included bird censuses,vegetation measurements, and food resource(arthropod) sampling at four island and three mainland sitesin southern Baja
California (Table 1, Fig. 1). The siteswere selectedto provide island and mainland samplesof each of
the two dominant habitat typesin the area (Fig. 2), a) the mixed desert scrublandthat formed a rather
uniform vegetational matrix over the lower slopesand bajadas, and b) the riparian, desert woodland
that occurredin isolatedstrips and patchesin arroyosand on sandy alluvial fans and coastal"bays." A
third habitat type comprising the steep and relatively barren upper slopes of the hinterland was not
sampled. Study siteswere selectedin island-mainland pairs along protectedcoastswhere anchoragecould
be had for our boat within walking distanceof goodcensusareas. Island siteswere selectedfirst, and for
each of these a mainland site was selectedclose by along a section of coast offering censusareas with
topography and vegetation as similar as possibleto those on the island. For the most southerlyisland we
found no good matching mainland situation.
Vegetation measurementswere designedto detect and evaluate consistentdifferencesin arian habitat
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Map of southern
Baja Californiashowing
the locations
of islandandm•nland studysites.

conditions
betweenislandandmainlandsites(Table2). At fiveor morerepresentative
stations
of scrub-

landandwoodland
vegetation
at eachsiteI recorded:
a) meanheightandpercent
coveroftrees(defined
aswoodyplants3-6 m high),highshrubs(1-3 m) andlow shrubs
(<1 m), b) heightandpercentcover

of tall,medium,
andlowcactus
types,andc)patchiness
andmeandensity
of theherbaceous
ground
cover.Procedures
andconventions
aredescribed
in the footnotes
of Table 2. Commontrees,shrubs,and
cacti were identifiedto genusfor ratingsof relative dominance.

A roughindexof arthropod
abundance
in treefoliagewasobtained
at eachsiteby clipping
and
vigorously
shaking
representative
branches
of thedominant
localtreespecies
intoa largeplasticpail.
Insects,
spiders,
etc.werecounted
asremoved
fromthepailandthetallyin eachsample
wasrelatedto
the amount(weight)of foliagematerialsampled.

The birdcensuses
wereearlymorningandlateafternoon
talliesof all detections
in 60-mwidetransect

strips
(30m oneachsideoftheadvancing
observer).
Threeexperienced
observers
worked
independently,
totalling
theircounts
foreachlocality
afterchecking
forinterobserver
variation.
Procedures
weresimilar
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Fig. 2. Mixed desertscrub on the slopesand desertwoodland(riparian scrub)in the bottomlandsin
a typical setting on Isla Espiritu Santo (photo J. J. Hickey).

to thosedevelopedfor censuswork in Florida and the Bahamas(Emlen 1971), but as few speciesshowed
detectability attenuation inside the 30-m boundary in this open habitat, no density adjustmentswere
made for low detectabilityspecies.From 8.4 to 16.0 km of transectline and 0.504 to 0.960 km2 of
transect strip were covered in two consecutivedays at each site.
Population densitieswere calculated for each speciesin each of the two habitat types at each site and
groupedfor direct comparisonof island and mainland conditions.Summeddensities(total of all species)
were calculated for each community and for each of eight foraging guilds in each community. For the

TABLE 1. Location and physiographicfeaturesof the sevenstudy sitesin Baja California, April 1977.
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latter I assignedeach speciesto a singleguild and calculatedthe guild biomassby summingthe consuming
biomass(density x body weightø'6a3--Karr1968)for all the member species.In the absenceof local data
on foraging behavior I was unable to make multiple assignmentsfor singlespeciesas I have advocated
for this type of study elsewhere(Emlen 1977).
RESULTS

COMPARISON

OF ISLAND

AND MAINLAND

ENVIRONMENTS

Although the overall impression of a visitor to the Gulf of California is one of
relatively uniform ruggedness,barrenness, and aridity, and although the study sites
for this project were selectedfor similarity in topography and vegetation, the criteria
used in the habitat

measurements

reveal

considerable

variation

from

site to site

(Tables 1 and 2). For most of the vegetation parameters, however, variance was as
great or greater in within-island and within-mainland series than between the two,
and mean values showed no major or consistent island-mainland trends. In the

scrublandswoody vegetation averaged a little denser on the islands while cacti were
slightly more numerous on the mainland. These ratios were reversed in the woodland
habitats, where woody vegetation averaged denser on the mainland sites, presumably due to better ground water conditions associatedwith larger drainage basins,
while cacti were denseron the islands.Annual grassesand herbswere slightly denser
on the islands in the scrublands

but denser on the mainland

in the woodlands.

Food resources as sampled in the tree foliage invertebrates showed no major
island-mainland difference (Table 2, last column). The widely variable values averaged higher in the mainland samples [86 -+ 19 (SD) vs. 67 _+30], but the second
and third highest values were obtained on islands.
COMPARISON

OF ISLAND

AND MAINLAND

BIRD

COMMUNITIES

In terms of species richness, island and mainland resident communities were
similar, with 20 specieson the islands and 25 on the mainland (Table 3). Of the 25
speciestotal, 8 were more abundant in the island communities, 10 were more abundant (5 found exclusively)on the mainland, and 7 were about equally common. Bird
speciesdiversity (H' = pilnp0 was higher on the mainland (2.54 vs. 1.97) due largely

to a higher equitability (J' = H'/H'

max) of densitiesthere (J' = 0.85 vs. 0.68).

Migrants, a minor element in these desert communities at the time of our surveys
in April, were more numerouson the mainland, where there were six speciescomprising about 7% of the total population. Only two migrant specieswere recorded
in the island transects, where they comprised about 1% of the estimated population.
The summed density of resident birds was appreciably higher on the islands than
on the mainland. The average for scrublands, the most extensiveof the two surveyed
habitats, was 303 birds per km2 for the island communitiesand 136 for the mainland
communities, a ratio of 2.23:1. In the more restricted woodland habitat, island
communitieshad an average of 433 birds per km2 and mainland communities401,
a ratio approximating equality.
Of the 25 resident species,6 were widely distributed through both the scrubland
matrix and the woodland patches at all sites, and 19 were specialists,restricted to
or concentrated near special habitat features such as water sources,large trees, tree
cacti, cactusthickets, or cliffs. The generalistsas a group were numerically stronger
on the islands in both scrubland

and woodland

with

ratios of 2.47:1 in the former

and 1.77:1 in the latter habitat type. The specialists,most of them woodland species,
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were slightly more numerous on the islands in scrubland situations (1.45:1) but less
numerous in woodlands (0.38:1). The low woodland density on the islands is related
to the absence of five and near absence of two mainland species. All 11 of the
predominantly or exclusively mainland species were woodland rather than open
scrubland

birds.

Despite the similarity of habitat conditions most speciesshowed marked differences in abundance between the islands and mainland (Table 3). Among the six
generalist speciestwo, the Black-throated Sparrow and the Costa's Hummingbird,
were much denser on the islands (8.25:1 and 4.32:1, respectively);one, the Ladderbacked Woodpecker, was slightly denser (1.70:1); and three, the Ash-throated Flycatcher (0.87:1), the Verdin (1.16:1), and the Gnatcatchers (1.04:1), were roughly
equal. None was clearly less common. Among the 14 regularly occurring specialist
species(with more than 1.0 individual per km2), 5 were found only on the mainland
and 4 were definitely more common there, 3 species were more common on the
islands, and 2 were about equally common.
A comparisonof the summed densitiesfor island and mainland foraging guilds
suggeststhat the abundanceor scarcityof other guild membersin a community may
not be important in determining a species'abundance. Thus the summed densities
differed markedly between island and mainland communities in four of the eight
recognizedforaging guilds (Fig. 3). The island-mainland ratio (calculated as consuming biomass)for the flower probers, a one-speciesguild, was 4.31:1 (average for
all sitesin both habitat types). For the ground gleaningseedand small insect eaters,
a four-speciesguild including the dominant Black-throated Sparrow, it was 3.33:1.
Two guilds were less strongly represented on the islands, the large granivores with
a ratio of 0.15:1, and the shrub-gleaninginsectivoreswith 0.38:1. Four guilds had
roughly equal representations,with island-mainland ratios ranging between 0.87
and 0.19

to 1.
DISCUSSION

It is possible,of course, that the spring of 1977 was atypical and that the observed
island-mainland differenceswere transitory. Assuming that they were representative, however, the striking differencesin density and consumingbiomassbetween
island and mainland populations observed in this study must have a basis in one or

more features of the environment or in some aspect or aspectsof insularity per se.
As my density estimatesand habitat evaluations are too imprecise to permit detailed
analysis of all the data, I will focus on the speciesand guilds with wide islandmainland differences, considering first the environmental factors of resource abundance, predation, and climate, then the nature of population responsesto insular
protection from interdeme gene flow and the effects of physical blocking of densityregulating dispersal movements.
ENVIRONMENTAL

FACTORS

Resource abundance.--Resources, particularly food supplies, are commonly regarded as the ultimate and often as the major proximate factor limiting population
densities(Lack 1954), and many recent speculationson competition, displacement,
ecologicalrelease, and density compensationare based on assumptionsthat resources
are in limited supply.
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Fig. 3. Consuming biomass (see text) of the eight land bird foraging guilds on the Baja California
mainland and islands. B = Black-throated Sparrow, Q = California Quail, D = White-winged Dove,
M = Mockingbird, S = Loggerhead Shrike, V = Verdin, Gn = Gnatcatchers, Lb = Ladder-backed
Woodpecker, H = Costa's Hummingbird, F = Ash-throated Flycatcher. Values in parenthesesare the
number of secondaryspeciesin the guild. Body weights for the consumingbiomass values were taken
from various sourcesincluding, notably, Miller and Stebbins (1964).

Resourceswere only roughly evaluated in this study, but no differences that could
begin to account for the widely divergent island-mainland density ratios were detected. The sites were selectedwith specificattention to similarity in the vegetation
and topography, presumed basic determinants of resource abundance and availability, and the subsequentmeasurementssupported the correctnessof these selections. The abundance of one resource base, that of the tree foliage gleaners, was
measured and found to be roughly similar in the two situations. Seeds and small
insects on the ground surface, the food base for the highly divergent ground omnivore guild, were not measured, but the abundance of annual grassesand forbs, the
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primary source of these food materials, was slightly less on the islands (Table 2),
where the small ground-feeding omnivores were more abundant (Fig. 3). The correlation coefficient for grass-forb abundance vs. terrestrial omnivore biomass
through the seven sites of the study was negative (r = -.450, P = 0.31).
The concept of density compensation and competitive release on islands with few
species(Crowell 1962, MacArthur et al. 1972) is based on three assumptions:a) that
the communities are resource regulated, b) that the niche space available is essentially filled to capacity in each case, and c) that the supply of resourcesis similar on
the islandsand mainland. A prediction of this model is that if and when thesethree
qualifications are met, the total consuming biomass of birds in a foraging guild will
be similar in the two situations, a reduced number of speciesin one situation permitting a compensatory increase of individuals in one or more of the persisting
species.The third assumption of resource similarity appears to be reasonably supported for the Baja California island-mainland situation by my vegetation measurements. The large differences in consuming biomass seen in Fig. 3 therefore
suggestthat speciesin at least someof the foraging guilds are not resourceregulated,
and/or that some of the niche spacesare not filled to capacity. Errors arising from
the crudenessof my guild categorizations and assignmentsand from the omission
of non-avian consumerorganismsare unfortunate but probably not great enough to
invalidate

these conclusions.

Looking at specific cases (Fig. 3), the Black-throated Sparrow with its 8.25:1

island-mainlandratio (mean for all sitesin the two habitats--Table 3) faced nearly
as much competing biomass on the islands (three additional speciesand 277 g of
consumingbiomassper km2) as on the mainland (three specieswith 341 g per km2).
The Costa's Hummingbird with a 4.31:1 island-mainland ratio is the only regular
flower prober on the islands or the mainland, and its only important part-time
competitor, the Verdin, is also better represented on the islands (CB = 366 g and
316 g per km2, respectively).The high number of Ladder-backed Woodpeckerson
the island (1.70:1) could conceivablybe attributed to density compensation,as there
was only one other woodpecker specieson the islands and two on the mainland; the
biomassof the island competitor was slightly less (CB = 452 g per km2) than the
combined biomassof the two mainland competitors(494 g per kin2).
Among the specialistspecieswith high island densities, the House Finch with a
4.39:1 ratio is a small ground seed and insect forager contributing to the already
unbalanced ratio of this guild, as discussedabove. The other two, the Mockingbrid
and the Loggerhead Shrike, with ratios of 2.58:1 and 2.31:1, respectively, belong
to the ground carnivore guild, which is otherwise better representedon the mainland
(CB = 46 g and 315 g, respectively)and thus may reflect density compensation.
In addition to replacing reduced diversity with increaseddensity of existing species
on islands, resource-basedcompensationtheory predicts that the nichesof mainland
speciesthat are absent or rare on islands should be at least partially filled there by
an ecologicalexpansion of one or more of the island species.I found no evidence for
such an expansion into the most obvious vacant or underexploited niches on the
islands, the shrub-cactusniche of the mainland's Cactus Wren, or the large seed

province of the mainland's California Quail and White-winged Dove populations.
The quail was fairly common on the one island where it occurred, apparently a
recent arrival; the dove was found at three of the four island sitesbut only in small
numbers.
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Predation.--Predators when abundant may operate as a limiting as well as a
simple mortality factor on land bird populations. Avian predators were uncommon
on both the islands and the mainland during the period of our study. Two hawks
were seen on the mainland and three on the islands in 17 days of fieldwork. Shrikes
were slightly more common on the islands; roadrunners and jays were absent on the
islands (see Table 3). Ring-tailed cats (Bassariscusastutus), widely but sparsely
distributed on the mainland, were present on at least one of the islands, San Jos&
Small rodents were apparently widely distributed and comparably abundant at all
sites. Lizards, at least potentially significant as nest predators, were appreciably
more common on islands (Case 1975, personal observation). I have no way to appraise these pressures, but I see no evidence that the pressure was significantly
lighter on the islands or that it was distributed in a way that could account for the
assortment of density ratios recorded for the various speciesand guilds.
Climate.--Climatic differences between islands and neighboring coastal areas on
the mainland cannot be discountedentirely as factors potentially affecting population
density. However, I do not regard them as providing explanations for the large
differences and irregular patterns of density distribution recorded in this study.
Water.--Fresh water is a rare commodity in this desert country, especiallyon the
islands where catchment basins are small and arroyos steep and narrow. The low
island densitiesof doves could be due to this factor, but House Finches, supposedly
dependent on free water (Salt 1952) were substantially more abundant on the islands.
GENETIC

FACTORS

Levels of adaptednessto local conditions.--The hypothesis of mean population
underadaptednessproposedfor the low densitiesof land birds in Florida visa vis
Bahama island pinelands (Emlen 1978) suggeststhat the southern Florida populations of widely distributed specieswere underadapted to their subtropical environment as a result of the swamping of incipient adaptations for local conditionsby the
annual influx (post-fledgingdispersal)of birds carrying genesand genecombinations
selectedfor other (more northern) conditions. Bahama populationswere considered
to have been shielded from this gene flow by the water barrier of the Florida Straits.
Baja California should be and apparently is less susceptible to such peninsular
swamping sinceit has more and higher barriers to gene flow. This is reflected in the
large amount of subspeciationalong the peninsula (19 of the 25 speciesconsidered
in this study--American Ornithologists' Union 1957), and the high incidence of
secondarycenters of dispersal (Grinnell 1928).
In my Florida-Bahama comparison I also considered an interpatch gene flow
hypothesisin explanation of the low population densitiesin northern Florida (Emlen
1978). In this hypothesispopulations of a speciesin an environmentally patchy area
were viewed as being prevented from evolving full adaptation for the environmental
conditions of their patch by the continuing influx of genotypesfrom neighboring
patches with slightly different characteristics. Populations in a relatively non-patchy
area suchas Grand Bahama, where more than 95% of the forestedarea is monotype
pineland, would theoreticallyescapemuch of the constantdilution of adapredness
to which these Florida populations were subjected. This hypothesis could fit the
Baja California setting, where the mainland has a wider assortment of accessible
habitat and climatic patchesin its highly dissectedmountainousinterior than do the
islands.
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Mainland

BR > DR

BR = DR

BR < DR

(Population

Sink)

Islands

Fig. 4. Diagrammatic representation(hypothetical)of habitat availabilities(size of circles)and population movements(arrows) in mainland and island situationsin the central portion of a species'range,
where "good"situationsare availablefor reproductionof populationsurpluses.BR = Birth rate, DR =
Death

rate.

SOCIAL FACTORS AND ISLAND

BOUNDARIES

Physical constraintson normal dispersalmovements.--A familiar but often neglected 'social saturation' model of population regulation (Howard 1920, Kluyver
and Tinbergen 1953, Brown 1969, Emlen 1977, Verner 1977) assumesan adequate
supplyof resourcesand visualizesterritorial behavior and other forms of local aggressivenessas initiating a dispersalof socially subordinate individuals out into
inferior situations where survival is relatively poor and reproductive successcur-

tailed. In this model densitiesin good areas are reduced below local, resource-determined carrying capacitiesby the sociallyinduced emigration, while populations
in marginal and submarginal areas are augmented, perhaps sustainedentirely, by
the influx of birds displaced from good areas. The pattern is depicted graphically
in the upper part of Fig. 4.
Islands, with smaller residual areas of marginal and submarginal habitat than
mainland areas, and with water barriers on all sidesto block the escapeof socially
displaced birds, may under the same conditions experience a buildup of overall

densityas individual territoriesare squeezedor invaded under the pressureof expandingnumbers.Territorieshave been recognizedas resistinglycompressible
by
most investigatorssince Huxley (1934), and a substantial'silent minority' of nonterritorial floaters or of helpers may accumulate in and between territories at high
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densities (Stewart and Aldrich 1951, Smith 1978). This hypothetical island situation
is depicted in the lower part of Fig. 4. The general pattern resemblesthat described
by Krebs et al (1969) for populations of voles in large outdoor enclosures as the
"fence effect" and discussedin a broader context by MacArthur (1972) as the "Krebs
effect."

Conditions in Baja California provide the essential requirements of this model for
the Black-throated Sparrow. The islands, despite their proximity to land, are effectively insulated against escape as indicated by the evolution of distinct breeding
races on one or more of them (Banks 1963). They are mountainous, but the extent
of low quality habitats for population overflow is far less than that available to
mainland populations. Patterns of density distribution through the habitat types on
the islands and mainland also support the fence-effect hypothesis:on the mainland
where densities were low, sparrows spilled over into the woodlands from their preferred scrubland habitat only slightly (7.6 birds per km 2 in the woodlands, 26.9 in
the scrublands) while on the islands under presumably high population pressures
they were nearly as dense in the woodlands as in the scrub (137.1 and 147.4 birds

per km2, respectively).Unfortunately I have no data for the barren upland slopes.
The same pattern of greater overflow into secondary habitats is indicated, though
less strikingly, in the Costa's Hummingbird, a woodland speciesin which the secondary scrub habitat had 35% as many birds as the woodlands on the islands, 24%
as many on the mainland.
The fence effect need not and probably does not apply to all of the 12 shared
specieswith higher island densities; it obviously does not apply to the six with higher
mainland densities. I will not attempt to analyze each case, but it is noteworthy that
all but one of the six with high mainland densitiesare, like the five that do not reach
the islands, woodland species(i.e. species that favor the smaller and more fragmented of the two available habitat types). Perhaps these woodland species, with
larger available areas of secondary habitat for overflow, are more prone to disperse
and thereby avoid some of the territory compressionand density buildup conjectured for the scrubland species. Also, the position of the woodlands at the high
productivity end of the habitat gradient should serve to enhance the buffering qualities of the alternate habitat (the scrublands) for the woodland species, and particularly the woodland specialists,against the rigid limits to dispersal presentedby the
island boundaries.

The fence effect hypothesis is essentially untested at this point. Intense field studies
comparing social interactions, mating patterns, and breeding successin these island
and mainland populations could presumably answer many questions posed by the
concept.
Low

ISLAND

DENSITIES

The geneticswampingand densitydispersalmechanismsdescribedaboveboth relate
to density regulation in mainland situations and are not applicable to species with
low island densities. Low colonization rates in combination with relatively high
extinction rates (MacArthur and Wilson 1967) may provide the best explanation for
cases of low island densities.

All of the nine species absent from or with reduced population densities on the
islands (island-mainland density ratios <0.75:1) were woodland species and thus
closely restricted in the number and size of good habitat patches, especially on the
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islands. Demes restricted in this way are vulnerable to extinction by stochastic
processes even under conditions of fairly frequent recolonization from nearby
sources. I therefore tentatively attribute the apparent absence of the Roadrunner,
Gilded Flicker, Scrub Jay, Cactus Wren, and Brown Towhee to the scarcity and
small size of the wooded arroyos and alluvial fans on the islands. The California
Quail is almost certainly a recent colonizer (natural or introduced) on the one island
where it was found (San Jost). The White-winged Dove may owe its presenceon
three of the four surveyed islands to a recolonizing ability, associatedwith strong
flight and wide-ranging habits. The two remaining species,the Hooded Oriole and
Gray Thrasher, were each seen only once on the islands, individuals that may have
been unestablishedstragglersfrom the mainland.
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